CHRISTOPHER S. CAPP
EDITOR

FEATURES
THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE
ARMED RESPONSE
KEEP WATCHING
HONEYMOON
THE HUNGER GAMES
GHOST RIDER: SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE
(Additional Editor & Visual Effects Editor)
FINAL FLIGHT OF THE OSIRIS
(THE ANIMATRIX PROJECT)
FINAL FANTASY: THE SPIRITS
IDLE HANDS (Additional Editor)

DIRECTOR
David Blue Garcia
John Stockwell
Sean Carter
Leigh Janiak
Gary Ross
Mark Neveldine & Brian Taylor

STUDIO/PROD. CO.
Netflix/Legendary Pictures
Saban Films/WWE Studios
Screen Gems
Magnet Releasing
Lionsgate
Columbia Pictures

TELEVISION
GOOSEBUMPS (Season 1)
DISCO INFERNO (Short)
(Breaking Filmmaker Initiative)
BEL-AIR (Season 1)
RAISED BY WOLVES (Season 1, Eps. 7 & 8)
THE HOT ZONE (Season 1)
MOTHERLAND (Pilot)
STRANGE ANGEL (Season 1 + Season 2)
IMPULSE (Season 1)
THE PASSAGE (Pilot)
DOOMSDAY (Pilot)
THE GOOD FIGHT (Season 1)
LIMITLESS (Pilot + Season 1)
THE MAN IN THE HIGH CASTLE (Pilot)
(Additional Editor)

DIRECTOR/EP
EP: Kevin Murphy
Dir.: Matthew Castellanos
EP: Jeremy Kipp Walker
Dir.: Dale Stern
EP: Aaron Guzikowski
EP/Brian Wayne Peterson,
Kelly Sounders
Dir.: Steven Adelson
EP: Mark Heyman,
David Lowery, David DiGilio
EP: Doug Liman, David Barts
Dir.: Marcos Siega
Dir.: Joachim Ronning
EP: Brooke Kennedy
EP: Craig Sweeney
Dir.: David Semel

NETWORK/STUDIO
Sony Pictures TV/Disney +
Peacock/Universal
HBO Max/Studio T
National Geographic
Freeform
CBS All Access
YouTube Red
FOX
ABC
CBS All Access
CBS
Amazon

AS VISUAL EFFECTS EDITOR
THE SORCERER’S APPRENTICE
G-FORCE
BEDTIME STORIES
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN:
AT WORLD’S END
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN:
DEAD MAN’S CHEST
STEALTH

DIRECTOR
Jon Turteltaub
Hoyt Yeatman
Adam Shankman
Gore Verbinski
Gore Verbinski
Rob Cohen

STUDIO/PROD. CO.
Walt Disney Pictures
Walt Disney Pictures
Walt Disney Pictures
Walt Disney Pictures
Walt Disney Pictures
Columbia Pictures